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Context: Hip function has been proposed to be related to low back pain (LBP) because of the anatomical proximity of the hip and the lumbopelvic region. To date, findings have been inconclusive, possibly because the samples studied were heterogeneous. Subgrouping samples based on characteristics such as activity demand, LBP classification, and sex might clarify research findings. Objective: To describe and summarize studies that examine 3 factors proposed to be important to the study of the hip–LBP relationship. Design: Review of cross-sectional studies. Setting: Academic healthcare center and research laboratory. Subjects: 3 groups: athletes with a history of LBP who regularly participate in rotation-related sports, athletes without a history of LBP who are active but do not regularly participate in rotation-related sports, and athletes without a history of LBP who participate in rotation-related sports. Main Outcome: Hip range of motion and hip–lumbopelvic region coordination. Measures: Hip range of motion was measured with an inclinometer. Coordination was examined based on kinematics obtained with a 3-dimensional motion-capture system. Result: Differences among groups were found based on activity demand, LBP classification, and sex. Conclusion: When assessing athletes with and without LBP, characteristics such as activity demand, LBP classification, and sex should be considered. Keywords: classification, gender, sex, activity

Various sport-related activities have been associated with a high incidence of low back pain (LBP).\textsuperscript{1–4} Despite this high incidence, the etiology of LBP is poorly understood. Knowledge of factors that might contribute to LBP could facilitate the development of more effective treatment. Hip function has been proposed to be related to LBP because of the anatomical proximity of the hip and the lumbopelvic region.

A number of investigators interested in LBP have examined the relationship between the hip and the lumbopelvic region.\textsuperscript{5–15} The primary focus of these studies has been on the relationship between LBP and (1) the amount of active or passive hip range of motion (ROM)\textsuperscript{5,7–10,16–18} and (2), to a lesser extent, the coordination of hip and back movement during clinical tests, such as forward bending,\textsuperscript{19,20} as well as functional movements such as sit-to-stand.\textsuperscript{21,22}
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A basic assumption of studies of the hip–LBP relationship is that suboptimal function of the hip might result in an alteration of the mechanics of the lumbopelvic region. Such alterations are proposed to contribute to low-magnitude loading of the lumbopelvic region and accumulation of tissue stress that, over time, contributes to tissue injury. For example, limited hip-rotation ROM resulting from shortened muscles, a stiff joint capsule, or a bony abnormality might contribute to compensatory movement in the lumbopelvic region. Such compensation could result in the lumbopelvic region’s moving more often during activities that require hip rotation, such as a golf swing or a racquet stroke. Altered coordination of hip and lumbopelvic-region movement could also result in an increase in lumbopelvic-region movement even when hip ROM is not limited. For example, during a test of active hip lateral rotation, the lumbopelvic region might move early in the hip motion secondary to altered hip- and trunk-muscle-recruitment patterns. In both examples, the increase in lumbopelvic-region movement could contribute to an increase in low-magnitude loading of tissue, microtrauma, LBP symptoms, and potentially macrotrauma.23–25

A number of studies of the hip–LBP relationship have been conducted. As a whole, the findings from these studies suggest there might be a relationship between hip function and LBP. The specific nature of the relationship, however, remains unclear. From our perspective a key reason for the inconclusive findings across studies is that important factors contributing to heterogeneity of the study samples have not been adequately taken into account. The design of a study can be improved by including subjects who are homogeneous with regard to clinically relevant characteristics and by accounting for such characteristics in the study analysis. Identifying and incorporating such factors into the design of these studies should result in a better understanding of the hip–LBP relationship. We consider 3 factors to be of particular importance to improving the sample selection, and, thus, the design of studies of the hip–LBP relationship.

The first important factor that has received minimal attention in prior studies is the demand of the activity in which subjects participate on the hip and lumbopelvic region. In the current context, demand includes the type of activity, as well as the frequency, duration, and intensity of participation. For example, an activity typically places specific directional demands on different segments for satisfactory performance. Those who play golf, a sport that requires adequate hip-rotation ROM, might be particularly at risk for LBP if their hip rotation is limited. Frequency, duration, and intensity of participation likely interact with the directional demand put on the hip and lumbopelvic region to determine whether hip function is an important contributing factor to LBP.

A second important factor that has not been previously considered in studies of the hip–LBP relationship is the need to classify people with LBP. The rationale for classification is that people with nonspecific LBP are a heterogeneous group, consisting of several smaller homogeneous subgroups. A number of classification systems have been described that use mechanical and pain-related variables to subgroup people with LBP.23,26–30 Data also have emerged over the last 10 years to validate the existence of some of the described subgroups. It is possible that the relationship of hip function and LBP might vary in different subgroups of people with LBP.
A final factor we consider important is the sex distribution of the study sample. Sex differences have been described, including differences in anatomy, hormonal influences, muscle properties, and recruitment patterns. Specific to the spine, sex differences have been found in muscle-related factors and hip–low back movement patterns during gait and reaching activities. Such differences between men and women have the potential to contribute to variation in the kinematics, kinetics, and coordination of the hip and lumbopelvic region. Thus, the presence of a relationship between hip function and LBP, as well as the nature of the relationship, might be different for men and women.

We have performed a set of studies that incorporate the 3 factors described. A key feature of all studies is the examination of a cohort of athletes with a history of LBP who regularly perform rotation-related sports at the recreational level. A rotation-related sport is defined as one that requires repeated rotation of the hips and trunk to perform most aspects of the activity (eg, tennis, racquetball). Subjects also participated in their sport a minimum of 2 times per week and reported an increase in their LBP either during or after play. Such a cohort provides a model for testing the relationship of hip function and LBP in athletes who repeatedly place specific directional demands on the hip and trunk. We compare the athletes with a history of LBP with 2 groups: athletes without a history of LBP who are active but do not regularly participate in rotation-related sports and athletes without a history of LBP who participate in a rotation-related sport.

The purpose of this review is to describe some of the studies we have conducted in the 3 different groups of athletes. Across the various studies we take into account the 3 factors outlined. The studies focus on the relationship between LBP and hip ROM, as well as aspects of coordination of hip and lumbopelvic-region movement. Across studies we use the following measures: self-report questionnaires, a standardized clinical examination, and a 3-dimensional motion-capture system. The self-report questionnaires include demographics, sport-related, and LBP-history information; a numeric rating scale of symptoms; the Oswestry Disability Index; and the Baecke Habitual Activity questionnaire. We will also describe our future directions in the study of hip function and LBP.

**Hip ROM**

Hip ROM has been studied in people with LBP because a limitation in hip motion could alter the mechanical forces on the lumbopelvic region and, as a result, contribute to LBP. In particular, a number of prior studies focused on the relationship between active or passive hip-rotation ROM and LBP. The findings from these hip-rotation-LBP studies varied, with some investigators reporting a relationship between hip-rotation ROM and LBP and others reporting no relationship. Few of these prior studies, however, considered the repeated directional demands placed on the hip by activities in which the study samples were involved. We propose that hip-rotation ROM might be related to LBP in people who repeatedly place rotational demands on the hip. For example, people who participate in an activity that requires repeated hip rotation might be at higher risk for LBP than those who do not repeatedly place these specific directional demands on the hip.
We also propose that if people who require repeated hip rotation have a limitation in hip-rotation ROM, their risk for LBP would be increased.

We tested these proposals in our cohort of athletes, comparing a group with a history of LBP with a group without a history of LBP. We focused on hip-rotation ROM for a number of reasons. First, across prior studies it appears there might be a relationship between hip-rotation ROM and LBP. Second, an asymmetry in hip-rotation ROM would result in an asymmetry in the forces transmitted to the lumbopelvic region. Such asymmetry in lumbopelvic-region forces has been identified as a risk factor for LBP. Third, a potential compensation for limited hip rotation is an increase in lumbopelvic-rotation motion. Frequent trunk rotation has been identified as a risk factor for LBP. Finally, small amounts of repeated rotation have been found to produce microscopic injury to spinal structures.

Passive Hip-Rotation ROM and LBP

To examine the relationship between passive hip-rotation ROM and LBP, we recruited people who participated in rotation-related sports. Subjects were divided into 2 groups, athletes without a history of LBP (17 men and 7 women; mean age 26.96, SD = 7.74) and athletes with a history of chronic or recurrent LBP (18 men and 6 women; mean age 26.17, SD = 7.27).

Passive hip-rotation ROM was measured bilaterally. Subjects were tested in prone with the knee flexed to 90° and a belt stabilizing the pelvis. Using a fluid-filled inclinometer, we obtained 3 passive hip medial- and lateral-rotation measures. Measurements were compared between the 2 groups.

Subjects with and without a history of LBP were similar in all demographic, sport-related, and activity-related variables. As predicted, the only difference in the 2 groups was the amount of available passive hip-rotation ROM. Specifically, the LBP group demonstrated less total hip-rotation ROM than the group without LBP (LBP mean 54.15°, SD = 2.51°; no LBP mean 61.21°, SD = 1.78°; P = .03). Subjects with a history of LBP also demonstrated a difference in total rotation between left and right lower extremities (right mean 56.84°, SD = 2.75°; left mean 51.55°, SD = 2.50°; P = .004) that was not present in the subjects without a history of LBP (right mean 60.26°, SD = 2.03°; left mean 62.17°, SD = 1.20°; P = .31). Specifically, total left hip rotation was less than total right hip rotation in the subjects with a history of LBP.

The data from this study suggest that the specific directional demands imposed on the hip during regularly performed activities might be related to an athlete’s LBP problem. In particular, when an activity required full hip-rotation ROM for adequate performance, the subjects with a history of LBP were also those who displayed limitations in hip rotation. These findings are important because they suggest that the directional demands of the activity in which a person participates repeatedly should be a consideration in both rehabilitation and prevention strategies. In particular, the directional demands should be a factor when deciding which impairments are most relevant to examine and address in rehabilitation and might be potential risk factors when screening athletes for a particular sports activity.
Coordination

To better understand the hip–LBP relationship some investigators have examined the coordination of the hip and lumbopelvic region during trunk movements\textsuperscript{19,20} and, to a lesser degree, functional movements.\textsuperscript{21,22} To our knowledge, however, no studies have focused on coordination during lower-limb-movement tests. Coordination in the current context includes the sequencing, timing, and grading of segmental movements to achieve an overall movement goal.\textsuperscript{59} We propose that an alteration in any aspect of coordination can result in a change in the normal mechanics of the lumbopelvic region. Altered mechanics can contribute to areas of high tissue loading and, if persistent, might contribute to LBP symptoms. We consider these coordination issues with limb movements particularly important because we have found that people often report an increase in LBP symptoms during active lower-limb-movement tests,\textsuperscript{60} and the symptoms are often associated with changes in aspects of movement coordination.\textsuperscript{61} Furthermore, when movement coordination is modified during the limb movements, LBP symptoms are decreased.\textsuperscript{62,63} Because of the repetitive nature of limb movements during everyday activities, altered coordination in the lumbopelvic region with limb-movement tests would suggest the need to assess the coordination of the lumbopelvic region with everyday activities.

We describe the findings from 3 studies in which we examined coordination of hip and lumbopelvic-region movement. In each of these studies, we indexed aspects of the coordination of the hip and lumbopelvic region with kinematic measures. The limb-movement tests examined are hip lateral rotation (HLR) and knee flexion (KF), each performed in prone. The outcomes measured during the HLR test included maximum hip lateral rotation and lumbopelvic rotation, the difference in time between the start of hip and lumbopelvic motions (timing variable), and the percentage of lumbopelvic rotation achieved at 60\% of the hip lateral-rotation motion (grading of movement variable). Outcomes measured during the KF test included maximum KF, maximum lumbopelvic rotation in the horizontal plane, maximum lumbopelvic anterior tilt in the sagittal plane, and the difference in time between the start of knee motion and each lumbopelvic motion (timing variables).

Timing of Movement: Athletes With and Without a History of LBP

One aspect of coordination considered important to LBP is the timing of movement of the lumbopelvic region, in particular, early lumbopelvic movement during a limb movement. The proposal is that if the lumbopelvic region moves early in a limb movement, the frequency of lumbopelvic movement might increase across the day. The increased frequency could contribute to accumulation of tissue stress in the lumbopelvic region and, eventually, LBP symptoms. Our studies based on clinical measures indicate that many people with LBP display the early lumbopelvic-movement pattern with limb movements.\textsuperscript{62} We did not know, however, whether the pattern was specific to people with LBP. We compared our LBP group (22 men, 19 women; mean age 28.2, SD = 8.1) with our group without a history of LBP (32 men, 18 women; mean age 27.9, SD = 7.4) who were active
but did not regularly participate in rotation-related sports. We predicted that, compared with subjects without a history of LBP, subjects with a history LBP would display earlier lumbopelvic movement during the limb-movement tests. Subjects were positioned with the hip in neutral abduction and adduction and neutral rotation. For the HLR test, the knee was positioned in 90° of flexion. Subjects were instructed to move as far as they could in each lower extremity test while kinematics were collected.

The groups were the same with regard to demographic, sport-related, and activity-related variables. Overall, compared with the subjects without a history of LBP, those with a history of LBP moved the lumbopelvic region earlier during both lower-limb-movement tests (Figure 1[a] and 1[b]). In addition, the early movement was lumbopelvic rotation. There were no differences between the groups for timing of lumbopelvic tilt during KF (Figure 1[a]). The groups were the same with regard to maximal HLR angle (LBP mean 44.3°, SD = 6.4°; no LBP mean 41.6°, SD = 6.6°; P = .52). The group without a history of LBP displayed a greater maximal KF angle than the group with a history of LBP (LBP mean 114.3°, SD = 8.6°; no LBP mean 120.0°, SD = 9.3°; P = .003). The LBP group displayed a greater maximal lumbopelvic-rotation angle than the subjects without a history of LBP in both lower-limb-movement tests (HLR: LBP mean 5.8°, SD = 3.0°; no LBP mean 4.5°, SD = 2.5°; P = .02; KF: LBP mean 3.2°, SD = 1.7°; no LBP mean 2.3°, SD = 1.5°; P = .009).

The data from this study suggest that the specific directional demands of a regular activity might contribute to direction-specific changes in hip and lumbopelvic-region coordination. Compared with those without a history of LBP, those with a history of LBP displayed earlier lumbopelvic motion during both limb movements, and the movement was rotation. These findings are important because limb-movement tests might index how people move during everyday activities. Because most everyday movements are performed in early and mid-ranges of motion, the frequency of lumbopelvic-region motion across the day might be increased in people with LBP, particularly when the motion is always in the same direction. Thus, when designing a management strategy for athletes with LBP, one should consider the directional demand of a person’s regular activities and the potential impact of activity demands on timing of motion of the hip and lumbopelvic region during all activities.

### Timing of Movement: LBP Subgroups

The differences between people with and without LBP suggest that the identified movement patterns might be specific to people with LBP, in particular, people who put regular rotational demands on the hip and trunk. It is possible, however, that the lumbopelvic-movement patterns vary with different subgroups of people with LBP. We classify people with LBP into subgroups based on the Movement System Impairment (MSI) classification system. The basis for classification is the symptoms and signs with tests that appear to contribute to the LBP problem. The reliability of examiners to classify a patient’s LBP has been reported to be moderate to substantial (k = .57–.75). The subgroups include lumbar rotation, lumbar extension, lumbar flexion, lumbar extension with rotation, and lumbar flexion with rotation. We have observed on examination that the
Figure 1 — (a) Difference in start time of knee flexion and lumbopelvic motion during the test of knee flexion for people with a history of low back pain (LBP) and people without a history of low back pain (no LBP). *Significant difference between groups, $P = .009$. (b) Difference in start time of hip lateral rotation and lumbopelvic motion during the hip lateral-rotation test for people in the LBP group and the no-LBP group. *Significant difference between groups, $P = .02$. 
lumbar-rotation (Rot) subgroup tends to display symmetric movement patterns, whereas the lumbar-extension-with-rotation (ExtRot) subgroup tends to display asymmetric movement patterns. We predicted that, compared with the ExtRot subgroup, the Rot subgroup would display more symmetry in coordination (right vs left) of timing of hip and lumbopelvic-region motion.

Subjects included athletes with a history of LBP classified into the Rot subgroup (6 men, 7 women; mean age 29.0, SD = 7.9) and into the ExtRot subgroup (17 men, 9 women; mean age 27.7, SD = 8.2). The methods of testing and the timing variable with HLR were the same as previously described. To examine symmetry of coordination, we examined the correlation between the timing-variable values for right and left HLR, for each LBP subgroup. The larger the correlation the more symmetry there was in coordination of timing of movement of the hip and lumbopelvic region (right vs left) during the HLR test.

The subgroups were the same with regard to demographic, anthropometric, and activity- and LBP-related variables. There were no differences between the 2 LBP subgroups in maximum hip lateral-rotation (ExtRot mean 44.15°, SD = 1.5°; Rot mean 41.9°, SD = 2.10°; P = .40) and lumbopelvic-rotation angles (ExtRot mean 6.05°, SD = 0.7°; Rot mean 4.9°, SD = 0.9°; P = .55). As predicted, the subgroups differed in the coordination of hip and lumbopelvic movement between sides. Subjects in the Rot subgroup demonstrated more symmetry in timing of lumbopelvic rotation during the HLR test (r = .94, P = .00) than the ExtRot subgroup (r = .31, P = .12; Figure 2[a] and 2[b]). Asymmetric timing of lumbopelvic movement indicates that the time when the lumbopelvic region begins to move during HLR is different for the right and left extremities.

The data from this study suggest that when people with LBP are subgrouped, different patterns of movement coordination of the hip and lumbopelvic region become evident. In particular, timing of lumbopelvic motion during a hip movement is similar, right versus left, in people in the Rot subgroup. On the other hand, timing of lumbopelvic motion during a hip movement is different side to side in people in the ExtRot subgroup. The differences between subgroups also do not appear to be the result of differences in available hip or lumbopelvic ROM. These findings are important because they suggest that classifying a person’s LBP problem and determining the factors (neural and musculoskeletal) contributing to movement patterns that characterize a person’s LBP are important details to consider in designing a management strategy.

Grading of Movement: Men and Women With a History of LBP

The studies of coordination presented thus far suggest that overall, people with LBP tend to move the lumbopelvic region early during limb-movement tests. As seen in Figure 2(a) and 2(b), however, not all athletes with a history of LBP present with the described movement pattern. One factor that might be related to the movement pattern a person displays is sex. There are documented differences between men and women; in particular, men have greater active and passive stiffness of the lower limbs than women. We compared the lumbopelvic-movement pattern during HLR in men and women with a history of LBP. In this study we were interested in a different aspect of coordination: the grading of lumbopelvic-region movement during the hip movement. Grading in this context refers to the range through which a segment moves at points across the range of a task. We calculated
Figure 2 — Difference in start time (startdiff) of lumbopelvic rotation (LPR) relative to start time of hip lateral rotation (HLR) during right and left HLR for people in 2 low-backpain subgroups. Subjects in the lumbar-rotation (Rot) subgroup demonstrated more symmetry in timing of lumbopelvic rotation during the HLR test \((r = .94, P = .00)\) than the lumbar-extension-with-rotation (ExtRot) subgroup \((r = .31, P = .12)\). Startdiff is the difference in time between the start of HLR and LPR. Value was normalized to hip lateral-rotation movement time. (a) Relationship between right and left startdiff values for people in the Rot subgroup. (b) Relationship between right and left startdiff values for people in the ExtRot subgroup.
the percent of lumbopelvic rotation that was attained at 60% of HLR. Considering the sex differences in lower limb stiffness, we predicted that men with a history of LBP would move through more of their lumbopelvic rotation than women at the 60% point of HLR. Thus, compared with women, men would achieve more of their lumbopelvic rotation range early in the HLR motion.

Subjects included 27 men (mean age 29.7, SD = 8.1) and 19 women (mean age 26.6, SD = 7.9) with a history of LBP who reported regular participation in rotation-related sports. The methods for HLR testing were the same as previously described.

Compared with women, men were heavier and taller and had a slightly longer shank and spine length, a wider pelvis, and a longer history of LBP. When anthropometric measures were normalized to subject height, however, there were no sex differences in spine length ($P = .86$) or pelvic width ($P = .87$) and minimal differences in shank length (mean difference 0.01 cm, SD = 0.01; $P < .01$). There were no sex differences in amount of active hip lateral rotation (men’s mean 44.7°, SD = 7.1°; women’s mean 42.7°, SD = 5.2°; $P = .29$) or lumbopelvic rotation (men’s mean 6.1°, SD = 3.2°; women’s mean 4.6°, SD = 2.0°; $P = .08$). As predicted, men completed a greater percentage of their lumbopelvic rotation (mean 49.3%, SD = 13.3%) within the first 60% of HLR than women (mean 36.2%, SD = 16.4%; Figure 3).

The data from this study suggest that men and women with a history of LBP do not display the same movement patterns in a limb-movement test. Compared with women, men achieve more of their available lumbopelvic rotation early in the range of HLR. The sex differences also are not caused by differences in anthropometrics or amount of lumbopelvic or HLR motion. These findings are important because sex differences in movement patterns suggest potential differences in contributing factors (neural and musculoskeletal). Determining the nature of the

![Figure 3](image-url) — Gender differences in percent lumbopelvic rotation achieved from 0% to 60% of hip lateral rotation. *Significant difference between groups, $P < .01$. 
contributing factors will assist in designing a management strategy to address factors that are modifiable and educate athletes about the factors that increase their risk for LBP.

**Discussion**

Based on prior studies it appears that there is a relationship between hip function and LBP, but the exact nature of the relationship remains unclear. We propose that the lack of clarity is, in part, a result of heterogeneity of the samples studied. To increase sample homogeneity we recommend subgrouping subjects on potentially relevant factors. The specific factors we have used to subgroup people thus far include activity demand, LBP classification, and sex.

The feature common to all of the studies reviewed is the examination of people with a history of LBP who repeatedly place specific rotational demands on the hip and trunk. The rationale is that a limitation in a specific hip function might more likely be related to LBP if the person regularly requires that aspect of hip function. To our knowledge only 1 other group of investigators has accounted for activity demand in examining the hip–LBP relationship. Vad et al\(^1\,^3,^14\) reported that male professional tennis players and golfers with LBP were more limited in lead-hip medial rotation and the FABER test, which the authors described as an index of hip lateral-rotation ROM, than those without LBP. These results are similar to our findings in recreational-level athletes with LBP in that there is an asymmetry of hip rotation, right compared with left, in athletes with LBP versus athletes without LBP. Together these findings support the proposal that activity demands might interact with hip function to increase the risk of LBP. In addition, passive end-range hip motion might be most important to assess in athletes with LBP who participate in activities that require repeated end range of hip motion.

A primary focus of 2 of our studies of coordination was on whether lumbopelvic movement occurred early in the range of lower-limb-movement tests. We use the limb-movement tests during an examination as an index of potential movement coordination during functional activities. The proposal is that because people perform many daily activities in early to midranges of joint motion, the early motion might result in increased frequency of lumbopelvic-region movement across the day. Such an increase could contribute to accumulation of tissue stress in the lumbopelvic region and LBP symptoms, particularly if the movement is always in the same direction, with minimal time off for normal tissue adaptation.

Our athletes with a history of LBP displayed earlier lumbopelvic rotation during 2 lower limb movements than athletes without a history of LBP who did not perform a rotation-related sport. We also found that the early lumbopelvic-movement pattern during HLR differed when the athletes with a history of LBP were classified into subgroups. The Rot subgroup displayed a more symmetric hip- and lumbopelvic-movement pattern (right and left moved similarly) than the ExtRot subgroup. Thus, subgrouping people with LBP provides additional information about alterations in movement coordination that would not be apparent if the athletes with a history of LBP were examined as 1 group. A difference in patterns during the same test suggests that different contributing factors might need
to be addressed during treatment. To our knowledge there are no other reports of movement coordination of the hip and lumbopelvic region between LBP subgroups.

A number of systems for subgrouping people with LBP have been described. In particular, the McKenzie (McK) LBP classification system, the Treatment-Based Classification (TBC) system, and the MSI system have been scientifically evaluated to some degree. Our current work suggests that 2 MSI subgroups differ in the coordination of hip and lumbopelvic movement between sides with active HLR. People in the ExtRot subgroup demonstrated a greater asymmetry in timing of lumbopelvic rotation during the HLR test than did people in the Rot subgroup. To our knowledge neither the McK nor the TBC system includes tests of coordination of hip and lumbopelvic movement during active hip movements in the examination used for subgrouping. Thus, the differences we have identified between the ExtRot and Rot subgroups cannot be compared with differences between subgroups identified with the McK or TBC system.

In our third coordination study we examined the effect of sex on the hip- and lumbopelvic-movement pattern in our athletes with a history of LBP. Movement factors related to sex have been proposed. These include differences in anatomy, hormonal influences, muscle properties, and recruitment patterns. Specific to the spine, sex differences have been found in muscle-related factors and hip-low-back-movement patterns during gait and reaching activities. Our study indicates that sex is an important factor to consider when studying the hip–LBP relationship. In our study, compared with women, men achieved a greater percentage of their lumbopelvic rotation within the first 60% of HLR. Thus, men are moving their lumbopelvic region at a faster rate than women during a limb movement. Such findings suggest that men and women might have different movement-related factors that contribute to their LBP.

One direction of our future research will be to examine the factors that contribute to the identified movement patterns in athletes with a history of LBP. Of particular interest is the contribution of neural-control and musculoskeletal factors and how these factors might interact. Neural-control factors of interest include timing and magnitude of recruitment of the hip and trunk muscles. These neural factors will be assessed during test movements, as well as specific functional activities. Musculoskeletal factors of interest include anthropometrics, joint extensibility, passive and active stiffness, structural differences such as bony variation of the pelvis and femur, and imbalances of strength and length of the trunk and hip muscles. We propose that the factors contributing to the identified movement patterns will vary. In some athletes the patterns might be solely the result of neural factors and in other athletes they might be the result of an interaction of neural and musculoskeletal factors. An understanding of contributing factors is important because it provides a rational basis for treatment and prevention strategies. A second direction of our research is to assess the prognostic value of the identified movement patterns to the development and course of LBP. We plan to follow a cohort of athletes longitudinally to examine risk factors for LBP, including hip- and lumbopelvic-movement patterns. The 3 factors described (demand, classification, and sex) would be important to assess.
Hip function is only 1 potential factor that might affect risk for LBP. There are likely multiple variables that need to interact with hip function to increase an athlete’s risk. We have outlined 3 factors that appear to be important to consider when examining the hip–LBP relationship. Awareness of such factors during assessment should help clinicians identify the most important variables to address in treating athletes with LBP and screening for injury risk. Targeting specific variables found to be related to LBP, among the many variables that potentially could be assessed, should improve the study of LBP, as well as improve efficiency of its examination and treatment.
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